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rolling him slowly toward the end, informing him of the distance still to be
covered: 'Thirty centimeters. Twenty. Ten. Whoooo!' and with a mighty
shove they pitched him off. Since he fell a greater distance than when the
chairs slowly collapsed, he was badly hurt and thought he might have a
broken hip, but when they kicked him about the body he felt a new pain
greater than that to the hip, and before he fainted he judged that he was
still whole.

Of three hundred and sixty-seven prisoners interrogated during Szymon
Bukowski's stay Under the Clock, one hundred and ninety died. Every one
was listed in the careful records kept by the Gestapo as having died from
Lungentuberkulose [tuberculosis of the lungs].

On three successive days Bukowski and Professor Tomczyk were each
given the most savage treatment on the broomstick, and Szymon wondered
how the old man survived, but whenever the latter was dragged back to his
cell he simply lay on the floor, breathed as deeply as his damaged lungs
would permit, and assured Szymon that nothing had happened: 'It is not
my responsibility to bring retribution to these men. We have created a God
to whom we allocate that task and we must believe that He notes every
action in this cellar and will in due course make honest retribution.'

Szymon was too battered to comment, but the professor realized one
weakness in his argument, and through lips shattered by kicks to the
mouth he said almost incoherently: 'And it does not matter, son, whether
we are alive to see the restitution or not. It will come as surely as day
follows night, and we are now in the night. It will surely come. That we
must never doubt.'

His remarkable faith helped keep Bukowski alive during these days of
torture and interrogation, and during one afternoon of hideous abuse, he

happened to be taken to the cell while Professor Tomczyk was still on the
broom, and the old man was crying and weeping and screaming like a

baby, which seemed to give his tormenters great pleasure, but later when
he rejoined the old man in their cell, Tomczyk said: 'Nothing happened.
You must relax, son, and save your spiritual energies. I shall not survive,
but you must, to bear witness. So save your energies, because God sees

everything that happens in that room, and it is to Him that we look for
deliverance.'

7. From The Hal by Leon Uris (New York: Bantam Books, 1984), pp. 434-435:

While the conference went on in Zurich, Colonel Farid Zyyad had
obtained confessions from almost all of the Avenging Leopards who had
been arrested in Manger Square. The cooperative ones were permitted to

exchange their prison sentences for "volunteer" service in a special unit of
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